
Generative AI in the Law 
and in the Courtroom



Generative AI

“Foundation Models” are pre-trained on a large amount of  text or images to 
respond to prompts 

● LLMs are programmed to guess the next word
● Trained using supervised and unsupervised learning

Gibberish → word salad → coherent-but-bad→ pretty good → passes as expert

Early examples: autocomplete, translation

Can be finetuned with additional models and data.



Predicing court behavior: Google’s Bard









Compare to GPT-4





Quality of the Imitation: Google’s Bard





Compare to GPT-4







Use of Gen-AI in the Legal Profession

- Legal research
- Summary of documents/transcripts
- Discovery responses
- Memo and brief writing
- Crafting arguments and style to the assigned judge
- Jury simulations
- Diagrams / visual aids
- Substitute for a lawyer for pro se litigants

























Battle v. Microsoft (D. Md.)



Walters v. OpenAI (Ga. Super. Ct.)

User:
● Can you read this
● https://www.saf.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Dkt-1-Complaint.pdf

ChatGPT 3.5:
● Yes, I can read the document you provided. It is a legal complaint filed by 

Alan Gottlieb, the founder and executive vice president of the Second 
Amendment Foundation (SAF), against Mark Walters, who is accused of 
defrauding and embezzling funds from the SAF.

● The complaint alleges that Walters, who served as the organization's 
treasurer and chief financial officer, misappropriated funds ....



Hypothetical Analogy: CheckBKG

● OpenRecords creates and operates CheckBKG, which takes a name, reviews 
a wide range of publicly available court records, and provides a list of the 
criminal and civil cases in which the person has been found liable, including 
quotes from relevant court records. 

● CheckBKG acknowledges that the information may be erroneous, but also 
touts how good a job CheckBKG generally does compared to ordinary 
humans.

● Someone uses CheckBKG to search for Joe Schmoe, and gets response that 
Schmoe was convicted of child molestation and was found liable for sexual 
harassment.



Libel Law Analysis

1. OpenRecords is “publishing” false and reputation-damaging information. 

2. Doesn’t matter that it’s through computer program.

3. Isn’t protected by 47 U.S.C. § 230.

4. Noting that info may be erroneous isn’t enough.

5. Now knows that its software is outputting false statements about Schmack. 

6. Might be liable on a negligent design theory.



AI “Guardrails” (Google Bard)



AI “Guardrails” (Bing)





Is AI Output Copyrightable?

● Copyright Office: Théâtre D’opéra Spatial.
● Copyright Office: Zarya of the Dawn.
● Thaler v. Perlmutter (D.D.C. 2023) (Judge 

Beryl Howell).



Do AI Programs Infringe Copyright in Training Data?

● Thomson Reuters v. Ross Intelligence Inc. (D. Del.) (3d Cir. Judge Stephanos 
Bibas).
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